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                                DYNAMAX RAIN OFF   
    
 
 1. Description 
 This technical sheet is valid for production ,testing and delivery of  DYNAMAX RAIN OFF – a disperser.  
  DYNAMAX RAIN OFF helps repel water from sticking to windscreen.  
 
 
 
  Characteristics: 
  A very effective water-repelent which creates an invisible hydrophobic coating on windscreens.  
 - repels water,rain with snow and improves wet weather visibility and safety in bad  weather conditions, even without   
   using  window streaks 
 - helps repel grease, insect residue, dust from sticking to windscreen, in winter reduces ice coating on windscreen 
 - prevents glass from scratching 
 
 
 
  Physical state: 
 DYNAMAX RAIN OFF is a clear colourless fluid with low opalescence. 
 
 
 
 Application: 
  Spray on the absolutely clean and dry glass and wipe evenly with a dry clean cloth. Leave for 1 - 2 minutes.  
 After drying polish the glass thoroughly with a dry soft cloth. We advice to repeat the procedure  once a month. 
 Do not use on varnished and plastic surfaces.   
 

   
 

 2. Technical parameters 

 DYNAMAX RAIN OFF  must comply with the following specifications:  

Physical state fluid 

Colour colourless 

Boiling point [°C] 82  

Density [g/cm3] 0,834± 0,010 

Flash point [°C] 20,5 
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 3. Storage and shelf life: 
 Store DYNAMAX RAIN OFF   in tightly-closed containers  in a dry and well-ventilated store room at the temperature  
 up to  +40 °C .  
 Prevent from heat and direct sunlight. Do not store near  food. Prevent discharges into the environment. 
 
 
 
 4. Fire-fighting properties: 
 Combustible of   I. hazard degree. 
 In case of burning,  gases can occur containing oxides of carbon. 
 
 
 
 5. Delivery: 
 All matters concerned delivery and transportation of the product DYNAMAX RAIN OFF are  the object of a purchase   
 contract , but must be in accordance with these regulations. 
 
 
 
 Contact address: 
 EURO-VAT, Ltd. 
  951 22 Alekšince 231  
  Slovak Republic 
  tel./fax: 00421/37 78 22 326-7 
  e-mail: eurovat@eurovat.sk 
  www.dynamaxoil.com 

   
 
 


